
NOMINEE:

Address, City and ZIP Code: 

Phone: Office Phone: 

Email Address: Website:

Nominee’s Occupation: 

If nominee is an organization, Contact Person/Title:  

NOMINATOR: 

Address, City, State and ZIP Code:  

Phone: Office Phone:

Email Address: Title and Organization:

How long have you known the nominee? (Number of years):

Please check one of the following:

 ARTS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AWARD:
A civic leader who has taken a leadership role in creating an environment for artists and the arts to flourish in their local 
community. Potential nominees include arts administrators, elected public officials and community volunteers.

 ARTS IN EDUCATION AWARD:
An individual or organization that has made significant contributions in integrating the arts into the educational curriculum within 
the school system or through creating educational opportunities in the arts outside the school setting.

 CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP OF THE ARTS AWARD:
An Arkansas for-profit business that has made a significant contribution in support of the arts in this state. This does not include 
foundations associated with for-profit businesses, stand-alone foundations or 501(c)(3) nonprofits.  

 FOLKLIFE AWARD:
An individual or group that actively practices, shares and preserves folklife traditions within a cultural community. Examples  
include traditional crafts, dance, foodways, music, storytelling or shared contemporary cultural traditions and artforms built on 
tradition. 

 INDIVIDUAL ARTIST AWARD:
An artist active in the field of architecture, contemporary crafts, design, film, literature, performing arts or visual arts who has 
made significant contributions to their art form. (Please include images of the artist’s work as part of the nomination.) 

 PATRON AWARD:   
An individual or family that has made significant philanthropic contributions to the development of the arts.

 LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD:
An artist or group whose contributions to the arts over a lifetime have fostered significant recognition, or an arts patron 
whose lifetime of dedication to the development and support of the arts will sustain the arts beyond their lifetime.

Submit this page with your written statement (required) and supplemental information.
The written statement is the nominator’s opportunity to outline the significance of the nominee’s contributions to the arts.    

I understand the selection committee may consider nominees in categories other than the ones in which they are nominated. 

Deadline: Nominations must be submitted online, postmarked or hand-delivered by Friday, September 9, 2022. 

ELIGIBILITY
Nominees must be current Arkansas residents or an            
Arkansas-based business or organization. 

Current Arkansas Arts Council advisory board members, 
staff of the Arkansas Department of Parks, Heritage 
and Tourism or their immediate families and selection 
committee members are not eligible to nominate or 
be nominated. 

Posthumous nominations will not be accepted. Past 
recipients are not eligible in the category for which 
they have received a previous Governor’s Arts Award.

CRITERIA
A total of up to five pages of information, plus the     
nomination form can be submitted as a nomination.

Nominations will be judged on the following criteria. 

1) COMPLETED NOMINATION FORM

2) WRITTEN STATEMENT (REQUIRED)

Attach a typed statement (up to two pages) which 
details the importance of the nominee’s contributions 
to the arts. The nomination should reflect activity 
beyond normal expectations or responsibilities if the 
nominee is an arts organization, an employee of an 
arts organization or an educator.  

The statement should address:

• The significance of the nominee’s achievements
and contributions, as related to the arts.

• The range of individuals and groups served by the
nominee’s contributions.

• The length of time and the degree of the
nominee’s dedication to the arts.

3) SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Up to three pages of additional information can be 
submitted with the written statement. 

Examples include: images of artwork or artistic   
projects related to the nominee, letters of support 
from people familiar with the nominee’s contributions, 
resumes or website links relevant to the nominee’s 
achievements. 

Written statement and supplemental information         
should be submitted on 8 1/2” x 11” letter-size paper.   

STATE OF ARKANSAS
ASA HUTCHINSON

GOVERNOR 

GOVERNOR’S ARTS AWARDS
2023 NOMINATION FORM

Dear Friend of the Arts, 

     The Division of Arkansas Heritage (DAH) is 
dedicated to promoting and preserving the cultural, 
historic and natural resources in our fine state. 
Recognizing the value of our people, locations and 
the experiences that our state offers is an important 
mission.   

     The Arkansas Arts Council, an agency of DAH, 
supports the creative people and the creative 
enterprises contributing so much to our overall 
quality of life. The arts help us to create vibrant 
communities, enhance economic development 
statewide and provide entertainment and a means of 
self-expression. 

     Join us in our efforts to recognize and celebrate 
the arts in our state by nominating candidates for the 
2023 Governor’s Arts Awards. I invite you to nominate 
an artist, educator, arts patron or community leader 
who has made outstanding contributions to the arts in 
Arkansas.

     A distinguished panel from the Arkansas arts 
community will review the nominations. The recipients 
will be honored with an awards ceremony in the spring 
of 2023. 

     Susan and I are committed to the arts, and we 
appreciate your shared dedication and support of the 
arts in Arkansas and the Governor’s Arts Awards. 

Sincerely, 

Asa Hutchinson




